
Science and technology transform our world, impacting 
our lives from the way we work to the way we 
communicate to the way we are entertained. Therefore, 
it is crucial that journalists and scientists strengthen their 
professional, ethical and technical skills alike to increase 
a better understanding and gain trust in society. The 
role of science communication has probably never had 
a stronger impact on supporting societies than during 
the pandemic. Policy makers base their decision on 
scientists’ expertise, people rely on understandable, 
fact-based reporting – worldwide, as the public at large 
proves hungry for understandable scientific expertise. 

Alexander von Humboldt Foundation/AvH and 
International Journalists` Programs/IJP would like to 
foster the collaboration amongst the foundation’s young 
scientists and the journalists of the IJP global alumni 
network. Therefore, we join forces for the first virtual 
Communication Lab.

We are convinced that if, scientists and journalists 
combine each other’s expertise, both sides will play 
a crucial role in creating post corona societies and the 
global recovery.

You, as IJP Alumni, are cordially invited to join the first (three more to follow) virtual communication lab to enjoy 
science-media collaboration, next to joining sessions with world class speakers like a Nobel Laureate Kahneman (tbc) 
on Behavioural Science.

Produce a digital product in tandems (scientist/journalist) and be awarded one of the three prestigious prices 
(Euros 500 each) for the best reporting on a science topic. Every participant will receive a joint certificate of both 
organizations of having participated in the comlab masterclass. The conference is open to only ten journalists from 
IJP’s network – so, hurry up to register at: comlab@ijp.org

Provide: CV, Year and Name of IJP program. 200 words 
strong motivation statement. State which digital reporting 
format you might intend to follow. 
Tools/Technical details: The comlab will be hosted via 
Microsoft Teams.
Questions: please submit to Martina Johns 
(johns@ijp.org) - state #comlab in the subject line. 

In collaboration with:Organized by:

Science Communication at a pivotal moment: 
First virtual Communication Lab between Science and Media

Global Research as a driver of change in pandemic 

and post-pandemic societies – Tell your Story!

June 12th, 2020 | MESZ 10:00 am - 01:00 pm June 15th-16th, 2020 | MESZ 09:00 am - 04:30 pm

Have fun while warming up for the comlab. 
Get to know each other. Start creating ideas 
on what and how to collaborate.

Open up to new ideas. Enjoy input by world-class 
speakers. Have relaxing breaks. Get inspired to 
bridge the scientist-reporter gap! 

REGISTER HERE

Deadline for application:
Deadline for final tandem report:

Virtual Award ceremony:

June 1st, 2020 
June 30th, 2020
Mid-August 2020
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